Impact Nugget
We have been researching in two target areas: plant growth in controlled environments focusing on identifying the potential of greenhouse heating using wood pellets and investigating light emitting diodes for plant production. We have filed three provisional patents: 1) a wood pellet furnace exhaust gas enrichment system for greenhouses, 2) a design for a tropical greenhouse design and 3) a northern Canadian greenhouse design. We are working with Urban Barns on an improved LED lighting system for urban agricultural hydroponic lettuce production and in addition have completed a rainwater harvesting system for greenhouse irrigation.

Accomplishment Summaries
The Macdonald Campus of McGill University is continuing its research into controlled environments with work on the impact of biofuel heating systems with a focus on greenhouse heating using wood pellets with carbon dioxide utilization. The greenhouse heating research has resulted in the filing of a US provisional patent for the use of the exhaust gas from a wood pellet furnace to heat and use the CO₂ for improved production in the greenhouse. We are continuing this research and are working on design improvements to develop a commercial unit.

We are continuing our light emitting diodes research with industry collaboration from Urban Barns a company specializing in urban agriculture food production (lettuce and other leafy greens). This project is to determine the proper wavelengths and ratios of light emitting diodes to maximize production. This research is ongoing but has already resulted in a published paper confirming intercanopy lighting as an improved lighting system when compared to overhead LED or HPS systems. This research also found that at a 5:1 (red to blue) ratio of LED lights resulted in the maximum fruit production for greenhouse tomatoes but also led to an occurrence of powdery mildew on these plants prior to others as well as increased branching from the fruiting clusters of the plants.

We have begun the design and tests on two different greenhouses specifically a greenhouse designed for the tropics that uses water misting to create a natural ventilation loop and a northern greenhouse that maximizes natural solar light with supplemental LED lighting. Both of these designs are in the early stages of the patent process and full scale prototypes are projected to be built in the coming year.

Impact statement
The biomass heating group at McGill University has been trying to identify methods to use both the heat from combustion and the carbon dioxide. A major challenge of this work is the numerous other gases and particulates that are produced during the combustion process (CO, ethylene, SOx, NOx,) and remove these gases before injection into the greenhouse. Through the use of a gasifier we have been able to significantly reduce these gases to levels acceptable for direct injection into the greenhouse. Scale-up testing of the gasifier is ongoing to empirically support this conclusion.

Light emitting diodes have a strong potential to replace all supplemental lighting system in greenhouses and growth chambers. Our research was able to show this and that supplemental lighting with an intercanopy LED array and a HPS lighting system resulted in statistically identical plant production, when compared to 5:1 and 19:1 (red to blue) LED interlighting LEDs both at 120umol/m2/sec.
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Other relevant accomplishments and activities.
The successful results from the application of a number of grants we will allow us to continue our research for the upcoming years in LED lighting of tomato, proteomic expression and measurement of Arabidopsis, and also continued research on wood pellet greenhouse heating.